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CO-Cl • IR VICTORINO:
T 'nfortunatl
we have bare --Committee meeting will con
rder. Thi
conduct any
iut sick; so IL kill be very diffic
we have two Members that
decision-making process tod- J . .nd so I want to infoini the public ,ne Members,
that we will probably do some other things; but I want to, because people have come to bring,
bring us information that, I wanted to conduct the meeting and see where we're at with the
various items. We have, today, Members in, that are present, Chair Hokarr )od morning,
Chair.
COt NCILMEMBER HO

A: Good morning.

CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Budget Chair PonV3 . )7E.
--

morning.

CO CILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Good
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: And unfortunately, Co-Chair Medeiros and Vice-Chair Mateo are both ill
today; and of course, myself (Mike Victorino) Co-Chair. For the Administration, for the first
item (PWF-15) upfront, we have Director from Parks and Recreation, Tamara Horcajo.
MS. HORCAJO:

mning.

CO-CTT

C

I Ll

1--ive a concern

to(
Jn-making, but it may be difficult because of

N
the bare quorum.
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CO 'CILMEMBER HO

A: Okay.
)p1(

CCT

II NCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Chairman, I just wanted clanticatic
should just adjourn this meeting.
oncern then I
had

you have,

I, I, I, and we do have people that have come to give us
CO-Ct V IR VICTORINO:
testimony, so I would like to give the public an opportunity. Plus the denartments have come
with some concerns and as well as some ideas on these various issues. - you don't mind,
Chair, I'd -- to proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Fine. Thank you, Mr. Victorino.
CO-CHAIR VICTC 0: Thari
COt. NCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Chair?
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes? Oh and I, I humbly apologize. Non-Voting Member Michelle
Anderson is in presence also. Sorry about that, Ms. Anderson.
CO( NCLMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I too would like the opportunity. You
have a beach access issue for the South Maui region and I have some history on this. And so I
would like to at least participate on that issue today.
Cr'
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-

Rowed to. Thank you very much.
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CL. . CCESS EASEMENT 'NORTH KIHEI

WF-15

_la'

C.C. No. 05-267)

n of PWF-15. This item rela
CC: CHAIR V1CTORINO: Opening stat- - I
Chair, transmitting correspondence
County Communication No. 05-267, from the.
unekiyo & Hiraga, Inc., relating to a
dated July 29, 2005, from GI 1 Ohashi Hiraga,
draft document entitled "Beach Access Assessment" [sic] "Ease nt" I should say, pursuant to
Condition No. 3 of Ordinance No. 3060 for property situated at 101 North Kihei Road, Kihei,
Maui, and identified as TMK: (2) 3-8-13:012. The Chair notes the correspondence dated
July 16, 2008, from the Department of the Corporation Counsel, transmitting a revised
proposed resolution entitled "ACCEPTING DEDICATION OF BEACH ACCESS
EAR ___AENT LOCATED ALONG NORTH KIHEI ROAD PURSUANT TO SECTION
3.44.015, MAUI COUNTY CODE". The purpose of the resolution is to accept non-_,:sive
perpet __ ,:_ beach access easement over and across property situated at 101 North Kihei in
Kihei, Maui, that includes: 1. a ten-foot-wide area to be used for non-vehicle pedestrian
walkway to the public bear:T access; and 2. a ten-food-wide I twenty-foot-long area to be used
to drop off and pick up har0;capped beach users during daylight hours only.
-

,

.

a recommendation to adopt
The Chair wishes to point out that the Committee previously
a resolution to accept the dedication of the pedestrian walkway portion of the beach access
easement at a meeting of February 28, 2007. The revised proposed resolution before the
today is intended to supersede that earlier resolution and to include the addition of a
Co
to improve accessibility of our pedestrian walkway. Initial indications from the
loading a
may be
Department indicates that the conditions placed on the drop-off and pick-up
unacceptable to the Department of Parks and Recreation.
° ent today is to determine how the community can bee, ::..i1d like to pry
° matter. So at this time, I would like to ope
°

•_
•

MS. HORC, Good morning, Chair Victori_ Public Works and Facilities
Committee. The Department of Parks and Recreation has correspondence and has stated
concerns regarding this project back to 2001. The current resolution also includes some
additional conditions regarding the drop-off easement that we have, that would be difficult for
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our Department to aeccrimodate. So we would like the ( 4,7Drtunity to, 1: c
on this
proposal, and if you _ ye questions I'm here to answer them. I also have in '-- Aience with
us today Rob -- rson, ; in charge of our ADA accesses and compliance for our
Department.
-

CTOF
k you, Ms. Horcajo, At this
p if he doesn't mind. And that way if the question sr
answer it. On the proto ' vill ask all Voting Membe
Department?

I woul( ;all Mr. I-I
ally on ADA ne will be present to
t if they have --- uestions for the
-

-

CO CILMEMBER HOKAMA: I have a question please, Mr. Chaii wan.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Go ahead, Chair Hokama. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Well since the Director mentioned they have concerns I need for
her to be specific.
MS. HORCAJO: Th.
you. We in looking through the file which is quite a large file, tl ie Parks
Department had expressed concerns over the parking area for is beach access. And f. at was
in the previous, with the previous resolution. The adoption or this draft new resolution that we
just have had an opportunity to look at, we have some concerns regarding the installation of a
gate and there's some mention of open, opening and closing of this gate. In addition, we want
to, we do have some concerns regarding additional maintenance responsibilities that wasn't
previously included when the easement, wU the addition, the previous easement.
-

-

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I have gone through the item. Have y(
Mate at
f he Committee's ability to review the concerns

C.

_

.,FORINO:
as some comment
files there is some,
Ms. Anderson?

°tten those concerns up
ieeting?

kill

orcajo. if I look ha__
. s_The moment. I
__ is item of concern from your Department. So if you look back in the
nyhow just to, and FYI, you know, as far as that is concerned, yeah.
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COt CILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, I'm looking at a resolution dated, or transmitted anyway,
July 9, 2008. Is there another resolution? Because I don't see anything in this, this July 1th
transmittal. Nothing in the resolution speaks to a gate. Sc. yonder alking abc
'
° resolutic
na
the actual resolution if she's talking abo he easement a:
;ajo?

CC -Ivi°„ L
M

Well, ..,011 1/1%., L1111163.
4SEN: Mr. Chair?

CO-C t I IR VICTOR0: Yes, Mr. Jensen?

MR. JENSEN: Chair, in response I just point out that the July 9 th correspondence was from the
Co-Chairs to The Department of the Corporation Counsel. That resulted in a transmittal dated
July 16 th from '±le Department of the Corporation Counsel which communicated the resolution
before the --'''ee today. As part of the beach access easement attached to that resolution
there is Item N. 3, restrictions on use of drop-off easement.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: In the resolution itself?
'ENS EN : Attached to the resolution as the exhibit. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
clarification.
i -'

r c

t, 'Ff-113 TXTC

:asement? Okay. Thank you, Chairman, for that

r‘l

assist Ms

ajo on that?

al remarks the
you.), L ..,....zated in
MR. .,J
r_ :.ommended the adoption of the previous resolution. And basically from the time that
recommendation was made in February of 2007 the only correspondence in the binder is the,
this request to have the revised beach access easement document attached to a proposed
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resolution which is before the Committee today. And as indkiated that's somethag that the
Department has expressed an int7f,s .::n preparing written co - 7 on should the Committee
wish to consider that revised proposed resolution.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: So would that, what, which, would
What date are we looking at?
August 5 th '.

the date, the one dated

MR. JENSEN: As the agenda mentions, we're looking at the correspondence dated July 16, 2008.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: July 16, 2008.
'eh I believe is the most recent proposed resolution.

MR. JENSEN:

CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Ms. Horcajo?
MS. E 2aCA:0: Yes. That's from Corp. Counsel.
0: Okay.

ICTO

CO-C,?

MS. IiORCAJO: And not from the Depaihnent.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. You guys don't get a copy of that?
MS. HORCAJO: We did receive a copy of that -CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
T

Tr.r) r' A Trl.

MS. HOISL2

-1...9

1,11+

41111. yUll• 1 11

sa-.T

- rehmllt

INVLA.A. LAJ

1,11C/L.

MR. HALVORSC . I guess historically we haven't maintained this access.
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CO CILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So, let me get this clear. So all of the easements area that we
have for beach access, the County don't maintain?

COLNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So how do we determine which wc
give
\nd what are responsible '--- responsible
ss easements

jnsible or what we
----nts or

MR. HALVORSON: If we can make an agreement with the, the establishments in the
take care of them, they maintain them. They have personnel that can do that.

hey, they

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: One more question. In regards to the easement that I'm
looking at, when you look at the property on the right-hand side where there is a sidewalk, so
if, in any case anything happens to the sidewalk, who is responsible to maintain and repair?
MR. HALVORSON: The sidewalk on the road frontage?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: No. The sidewalk that goes from fronting the road to the
beach.
MR. HALVORSON: That would be the Parks' responsibility. Yes. Once it's accepted.
Parks' responsibility?

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: That wou"
MR.
Ci

Right.
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CO CILMEMBER PONTANILLA: In regards to the ADA portion that you mentioned earlier, can
you expound on that?
MS. HORCAJO: I might begin it and then ask Robert to help.
\ABER
MS.

NILIJ

- I understand that e0111111C11t on the current resolution which provides for a drop-off
rut nandicapped access, we have a concern that it's not a parking, that it's only a drop-off.
7.— area that's an access from the beach which this ten-foot easement does ___ 'e an accessible
pathway from the road to the beach; however, the pathway from the roadside access to a
parking area is not accessible.

CO CILMEMBER PONT' ILLA: That would be along, I guess it's -MS. HORCAJO: Along that north...
CO CILMEM BE:: PONTANILLA: --North Kihei Road?
MS. HORCAJC. Ccrrect.
CO NCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: I was under the understanding that, that a sidewalk would be
installed to the parking area from the existing easement.
I believe that a portion of that drive, or of that is installed. But I don't believe it does
-IORC
connect to the parking.
r, r\lf TT.TC

—
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0: At this time, no. Because the applicant's attorney and as well as the
CO-CHAIR VICTO
engineer were unavailable today. So we won't have a presentation on it. So we're just working
off of the material that we have in front of us.
COL \CILiT I ANDERSON: Okay. Does anyone ' ow if, I as I look at the, before I give
get an answer to. The transmittal
my comments, Mr. Chair, I have one question i
'
the beach ac ;s easement map, it shows that the parcel '
June 2, 'OF hov •
subdivf-:I'm wonde' 'Llis is - 'ots. And I
subdivided into
subdivision has t
rialized9
T

-

--

CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: I do have in the audience Ms. Hiraga who may be able to answer that
question if we're allowed to bring her up? Is that all right with the Committee Members?
Gentlemen? It will be all right to bring Ms. Hiraga up to address that question? If that is your,
no objections?
CO CILMEMBERE C7-73 NO OBJECTIONS
-

CO-CHAIR VICTOE.07 Thank you. Ms. Hiraga, would you come forward to adc:_72ss that question
by Ms. Anc.l.er =.":
morning, Chair Victorino and IV11.•7_7:bers of the Committee. In rersor..se to
MS. HIRAC1,.::
no I do not believe that it is a final
Councilmember Anderson's question on the
subdivision map. Just before coming here I did speak with the attorney to ask about the status
of the subdivision, and it is not completed.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: It's still a preliminary approval?
M

' LI TD

A r'

A

.

aesignz
establi
1 think.
propert., ,
parking for this bea
subdivision of that

ces
plaza v
_
this project
nmercial center with parking With a large parking lot that provided
access. And when they tore down the plaza in order to provide for the
fferent residential lots that, that are before us today in this
04,4-.11

-
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preliminary
plan, the FLz:cs 7),2 .3.a:_ ;,:ient at that time, this is back
September 20F
he Parks Departme :
'`-me said that thi E artment o::'
o the beach and
Recreation commented that the, that curre
7 public ha
through tht ing Kealia Beach?.a. If. ........welop]
access.
-

-

-

-

:Lnd
.ng

.

Parks recommends that the applicant provide an access to the beach along with some off-street
parking. As noted previously, there is an existing public pedestrian bc N access, No. 12'
that's the one I meant, not 127, on the western side of the property ,,,,andary. How-parking is not available at this access and is not planned by the applicant. And my conc__i is
that this is a pre-existing public beach access, and granted maybe people didn't actually use the
walkway to get to the beach, because they parked at the plaza and just walked underneath the
plaza to get to the beach. But now tt option isn't there anymore, so this preexisting access '3
the only option. And if you don't have parking, you don't have access. And, you know, this
went through the Parks and Recreation Committee several terms ago, and I kept all the
documents from that Committee which were not forwarded to :T:1,17 Committee. And this is
how things get lost in the loop. And it's very disappointing tha_ : .77se kind of things happen.
Because, Mr. Chairman, beach access is the one thing that we caii give the public that preserves
thc.;- right to their beach. You know, as development happens along our shoreline there are
:; " :..rent impacts that come along with that, such as erosion of the shoreline. And erosion of the
sl ;. -Teline diminishes the amount of beach that people have for their enjoyment. And this body,
we're the ones who can protect that beach access. Nobody else does it. I mean, you know,
Parks made a good comment, but unless someone follows through with it as a decision-maker,
then what? It gets lost. This is since 2001.
---

- -

-.

-

-

-

When it went through
change
°

tam illite

l

ianning Commissio _rrio
some consistenc:
'°

ugiii

atisvvib civuu

'ng to Counc
1 hotel - —

yv

a ecision.
trty u

6U1116 CU atILIJA., 30

they were running
ie, ..-zy called a recess
parking. A..,
Min
advised the Commission to put a condition in to say that a 15-foot wide mauka/makai shoreline
access, oh, he deleted that part and substituted with the following condition, "That a beach
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access plan shall be submitted to the Maui Planning Commission for review and approval prior
to final subdivision approval." And that was to address primarily the parking issue.
Now when it came to the Land Use Committee of the Council the Committee Chairman change
that condition to say, "It shall come to the Maui Planning, the Maui County Council for
approval by resolution prior to final subdivision approval." And I just want to read into the
record today and to advise those who may not remember, although the two Members on your
Committee today, they have, they were here when this happened. But it's such a long time ago
it's hard to remember back. And I'm going to read this all, Mr. Chairman, because I just think
we need, it's so far back and because none of this is in your Committee item. The conditions
attached to this project read, "That within the shoreline setback area, no structure shall be
constructed."
COCIIAIR VICTO! I 0: Ms., Ms., Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: What?
CO-CHAIR VICTO I NO: May I, may I, I don't mean to interrupt you but I do have
condition of zoning in our binder.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh, you found t‘?

--:7.1. 1

1 lezv is it?
-

CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Which is from 2007. So the information that you are bringing forward is
in our binders.
COUNCI _:I MBER ANDERSON: And where, and where is it?
-

.

CO-CHz

COvC1 Livti.22 V 222 -

riv.11{
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CO CILMEMBER ANDERSON: --fc:
one. And, and, Members, I think you should look at all
of the conditions, because a beach access plan is ire than jt E easement, yo now. And I
guess there should be some, you know, because it's not defii -tat the beach cess plan is
supposed to entail. That's why I went back and looked at the minutes.
-

CC
COINCILMEMBEK A IN ut,t(ON: And, you know . . . (end of tape, start IB at 9:37 a.m.). . of, 1(
of history on this. Because when my son was growing up, I used this beach access all the tin.
Andso I know that tke parking for this beach access was there. Then when the property was
demolished and the ___w owner came on the scene, they put up a wall fronting North Kihei
Road. And if I had not been driving that road every single day to see that the wall was cutting
off the pedestrian beach access, the wall today would cover that beach access. I called the
Planning Department and they found out that there wasn't even a permit for this wall. They
contacted the architecture, whoever was involved with the wall, and they readjusted the wall so
that the bea± az cess was not cut off. But the parking is still cut off and the fact that the wall is
there, and going to pass pictures out, Scott, if you might, to 1'..-.;mbers here today so that
this is whai I wanted to do last year and a half ago when I was riot allowed to come to this
meeting. And these pictures show the current configuration along North Kihei Road where
there has been a wall constructed that does not allow parking along the frontage of North Kihei
Road.
-

And the reason I'm concerned abot this, Mr. Chair-ran, is because 7'. 2 g the Parks and
lecreation Committee review of this back in 2005 they required that a beach access and
_(arking plan be submitted. And that plan is no where to be seen anymore. The suggestion has
been made that parking stalls that, that are in front of a condominium - is, best way to
describe it ' 'nspers to herself). . . that is southeast I think. Any 'ards Sudz: 'tore
- -

-

-

-

1 hs--,r,:s

me
May U
iv' 0.11,111 OW. Mils is what
ness
we s.,,uld not be taking a„,..y beach access to the public. It's hard enough to
but then to take it away for somebody else's conveyance is not right. It's our responsit
look out for the public interest, and when we are diminishing their right by allowing
-v
!ry wrong. And
owner to reconfigure their property to suit their needs, then something
,NUY
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'7 I'm here tod ; - Mr. Chairman I appreciate your allowing me the time to state
need to always loc'. a what the intentio f a condition
And
and I think th
)thing
as to specificall ddress parking. Yc know, the
the intention of this condil
this
is accept an easement that i
here in front of you today, all they're asking yol.
f and,
hen they
iou to gat
off loading parking space for handicapped pc
maintainc
knowled
and maintain it. This, this beach access wa
might want to check the beach access plan where tti` s listed. but in at plan I'm, im pretty
tty sure it says mat V property owner
sure, and I didn't bring it 'th me today, bt'
maintains that access. Ana i nope you do a sitc V1311 uccause we did a site vi a term ago, and
there is, there is a situation along the frontage of this beach access, along the, where the beach
access enters the beach. There is a situation there that should be addressed that the Committee
asked to be addressed. There's also a shower that I think should be part of this plan T
3s,
requirements in this condition that the shoreline lateral access, you know, access is twc
it's not just from the roadway to the beach, but it's also laterally along the beach. And t1. - 'pecific conditions attached to this that addresses that, that the lateral access shall be
maintained. And that means allowing the movement of the beach, not hardening it with
planting or any kind of structure so that there will always be, that lateral access, shoreline
access shall be established within the shoreline setback area. Set access shall be within 40 feet
of the shoreline. Due to the seasonal changes of the shoreline and erosion hazard rates for the
area, the owner recognizes that the lateral shoreline access may move within the property to
ensure that the lateral shoreline access remains within 40 feet of the shoreline Now these are
in this plan and it needs to be a comprehensive plan. It should
the kind of things that need tc
not be piecemeal, you know, trying to convince this body that accepting an easement fulfills the
condition that the Council put on this project for, for a shoreline access plan. Because, you
know, I'm looking at the preliminary subdivision approval for this project and there's nothing
get a preliminary subdivision approval it lists all the outstanding things that
ii lat. Whei
1
of
na
- --

--

- -

A _1 .1_ _ —7-

at.

-v1471-1

^M.

2

3C.., V t...12 %_/1 1/4.1.61LL

cu. , at

Lat.

C.2.121

21141

authority to take care of and make sure that our publ
frontage. And, you know, they can bring up whateve
access down by Suda Store and the :cess down t
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going towards Maalaea. You know what, that access is now blocked off. I vould love for this
Committee to go take a look at what's going on down there, all of North hei Road has been
fenced. There's a fence along the roadway so that much of the parking fi )each access along
that long stretch of lovely beach has been cut off. There's spots where you can still park but I
lability has been reduced by
would say that it's reduced probably by, the parking
le road and park now there's
60 percent, minimum. And where you could just pull
boulders and a fence in front of it. So before the fence went up, the boulders went up, and this
is not right, Mr. Chairman, that we keep cutting off public access for the benefit of a few.
Thank you for letting me have my say.
first of all, is there
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson. Any other questions?
questions for Ms. Hiraga? So that if not I will let her go. No. Thank you...
MS. HI GA: I have a comment.
CD-CHAIR VICTORINO: Oh yes, Ms. Hiraga, go ahead. I'm sorry.
HIRAGA: As Councilmember Anderson mentioned, you know, this has been discussed in two
different committees. Going back to 2005 with the former Council Parks and Economic
Development Committee and then again in February of '07 with this Committee. Now the
that was presented was developed in coordination with the Department of Parks and Recr?..ELo:
starting back from 2004. With the current plan that's being, that is before yc f ..
consideration, it does include that easement, it does include a handicapped loading or unload
zone. And in addition it's to add a total, for a total of ten parking stalls, beach parking stalls.
There is already a paved area that the State remnant parcel, the State left that, and the proposal
was to expand that into four and then add another six. So after discussion and since
Committee's last meeting in February, I knc '- Chair, the Co-Chairs took the initiativtf
-

-

--

.rirlrg.co er-vrnr,cF thr, remrp■rric

CO (
-

CO-C_

-MBER ANL

)N: Mr. Chair?

ICTORII\ I

Ms. Anderson?
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CO CILMEMBER ANDERSON: I'm sorry that I don't have a copy of Ms. Hiraga's letter. B
y know, the all well and good, I mean you can go and ask DOT, this came up during (
:.'ommittee meeting, or last term during F s and Recreation.
) provide
for parking, but does it really meet the n
And that's why I hop
inspection. Because there's nothing in front of you that talks about a resolut
beach access plan, the resolution is accepting an easement. So where's the whole plan now
are people going to know when they see this beach access on North Kihei Road that they've got
to go to the end of South Kihei Road, turn down South Kihei Road then turn back to South
Kihei Road to find the parking? You know, the parking will sit there empty because no one can
find it. So as part of the plan if that's going to be parking that is suitable to this Committee then
the plan has to say that's where the parking is, this is how you get there, these are the signs that
are going to be erected so that people can find the parking
As far as I know
7ve been down there many times over the last three years to check on
what's going on,
ere are no signs up and that parking is used by guests to the
condominiums that front it, used by service people like air conditioning trucks and electrical
people. People that come and service the c ,- inminiums, they use that. So how are we going
to identify this as beach parking and is it
enough? And are they going to take the guard
rail down? If you, if you go from where
::arking is .:3 get to this access which is several
hundred feet down the road, you've got to 7 4.,-'2ulate around a guard rail that's up at 1::::2 =I of
that street. I mean this is stretching it, big time, to accommodate this parcel, and in my opinion
they've got enough room to move that va and put some, some, what do you call, either
lateral or angled parking along that front
to allow people to use that
ss the way it was
intended to be used. So I'm sorry I don't have, but I know everythi
tt Ms. Hiraga is
talking about, 'cause this all happened back in 2005-2006. So.
know,
' ''- Committee
wasn't satisfied and that's why they didn't accept it. And here -- and the
-

-

-

-

-

-
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ritragt
IV.w.

,C1A: Thai— you.

CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Go ahead, Mr. Hokama.
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CO CILMEMBER HOlc m : Well since we have Mr. Ueoka this morning, I'm assuming,
Mr. Ueoka, as the re, itative from our Corporation Counsel, that what h been submitted
to Committee--I'm making an assumption--that the Planning Department ani our office feels
that this is suitable to satisfy condition three of the conditions of zoning Which is what
Ms. Anderson from, our colleague from South Maui has been pointing out to us that in her view
this is not the same thing. So I just wondering sii you forwarded this--and excuse me,
not you personally--but your office forwarded this that you folks in some way believe that this
satisfies this condition. Or Planning Department has no objections tha - -1 • " 1 be satisfactory
te case.
and 1--- ' '--1 : --would like to know this
and_3ing of this was they were just do an easement. I was not
MR. UEOK...
aware of this satisfying any condition of zoning as a beach access plan. This was just an
acceptance of an easement under 3.44 Maui County Code.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So in your opinion this still does not satisfy a condition of zoning
that is a requirement by ordinance?
MR. UEO • : I would say I'd have to check with the Planning Department on that. I was not aware
of that issue coming up. I was just aware of the donation of an easement. That was the extent
of my, 1 guess drafting of the resolution or updating of the resolution I should say.
thL you, Mr. Ueoka.
CO CILMEMBER HCX:AMA: Okay. I the
MR. JENSEN: Mister . .
COUNCILMEMBER HOK AMA: Mr. Chairman, I would...
CC

1

illUIC

1 lig US LL)

UGL,

as the Members ai
ic s arding the
you, Mr. Chairman, is you would consider providing me with _
with you please.
\li,LC11././ VVI11,11 LL

1-.1.L1/441
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CO-CHAIR VICTOR 0: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I thank you.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Before I do that, if I may? I'd like to bring one more item into 'nto light.
And this was a correspondence dated October 26, 2005 from Corp. Counsel, Brian Moto, to
then Chair Jo Anne Johnson. Okay. And basically it's each access easement and at that time
it was PED-15. Now it says, "1. Determine whether the tached...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair, excuse me.
CO-CHAIR VICTO 0: Yes?
CO \CILMEMBER ANDERSON: I think it's the other way a o d. It's a memo from Jo
Brian Moto.

HH

e to

CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Oh, I'm sorry. I'm corrected, I stand corrected. That's correct. It was
fri-: Th Anne to Brian Moto.
CCUJLMBER ANDERSON: Right.

CO-C I IR VICTO

0: Okay. I apologize.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: It makes a difference.
CO-CHAIR VICTO

0: Yes. I apologize. Thank you, Ms. Anderson, for correcr 3 me o
‘`' 4ay I ple t request the Department's assistance in the for ving"? °
n
----- c asement
an ch

mere was a map place(
atiu tuAL y .1..LAAAA., LA/
lilt 111UIC ut
shuffle, I agree with you, Nib. 1 111UCLJUll, LUaL
done. And I do have a, I would like to ask the I nmittee, if there's no more discussion at this
time to...
.

-

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman?
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CO-CHAIR VICTO "0: Yes, go ahead.
-

e a question.

CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: One more question. Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. This is for Corporation Counsel. This is in
regards to when that, I don't know what they used to call it, but that plaza was in place at this
particular location. The agreement in regards to public access, I think one of the agreement
was that they provide parking for public access to, to the beach. Once a property is sold does
that agreement expires in regards to utilizing the public easement area and for parking?
MR. UEOKA: That would depend on if the easement was recorded, it would run with the land and it
would survive a sale of the property. I'm not aware, I have not seen this original agreement
,iat was with the Kealia Plaza I believe it was called.
COLTILMEMBER PTNTANILLA: Okay. If, if that could be verified it
here this morning.

clear up some

CO-Cu IR VICTO 0: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair?
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Th. you, Mr. Pontanilla. That was my intent at this point, you know, if
a wan "rawn or other items brought forth as f • -;
you have specific questions that
rnmittee I
regarding this and other informatio hat yo an share with this
ssible so that we -- Ting it -ward. M- A
Is, as s
-

---

--

dm,
-esearcn, anai aon now, it misfit n
a
mignt
the
pace
co---tion that Luis Cour
because ieally wilat's at hand here is
beach access plan. And I said earlier, becau„, it wasn't defined, 1 back to find the intent
of it and the intent was clearly, and I'll give you the minutes of the Planning Commission, it
was clearly to address the parking. And also probably to address the lateral access issue. But
-
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they've got conditions in place that clearly state what they expect the beach frontage for lateral
access, how that is to be treated in the future when development comes along.
the October
ot
vhen this was filed at
far as I can see and
ept everything under PW
So maybe tl decided they (kin'
see no response to tl me
rporation
it tf
a term, ac
r term ended in '06, so there vv(
to because
been a year to an
his. DUI uon't think Mal tins oody should punt to Corporation v-ULIIISG1
and ask them if at.ement fulfills the intention of this body. This body should decide, in fact
Mr. Hokama and I believe Mr. Pontanilla were on this Counnil when these conditions were put
in place. And I'd be happy to provide them with the Commi minutes and with the Planning
Commission minutes to refresh their memories on the issue that was discussed at the time so
that you can see the intent behind this beach access plan. It's more than just an easement, it's
the whole plan. How are you going to access the beach, you know, there's a lot of components
to getting to the beach besides just having a walkway. If you can't park your car to get to the
walkway, if you've got to traverse around a guard rail and go on a treasure hunt to find the
3arking, you won't use it. Hasn't been used in seven years. Once in a while I see one person
eking illega"y where there's a no parking sign because of their fence. But I think it's up to us
::o decide whatis an adequate beach access plan. That's the intention, is to be able to get to the
:)each, not just to fulfill something on paper. Thank you Chairman.
ir points are well taken, and there is a
s. Anderson. - .
0: Thank y
CO-CHAIR VICTO
is right behind of this I was pointed out
lot of history here. And at that time, you know, that there was a correspondence from Mr. John Kim in response to Ms. Johnson the Chair and
some, some questions and the resolution and exhibits that he forwarded to her
d the whole
April 18, 2006. So there is a whole mess of things in here that we coulc'
commendatii going through. But my idea u iis point and

.txpres!:

...Se and
J enj
lair,
sitting
down
and
watching
the
sunset. It is a beautiful place to watch the
taki_
sunset any time. But I do admit there are times, and the times they are changing and we are
this
B understand
forced to change with
times. Y
)w, what the public
...V

b

S., •

•.-.•

• .A..1
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stuff that we do, we do to protect them. So what you have brought forward, I appreciate.
Thank you very much, Ms. Anderson, I truly appreciate that. And if I may make my
recommendation uld like to recommend...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Chair?
) ahead.

CC .0
COLT

CC

you do that, I'm sorry that I am so passionate --

•

A LME V I1L)1,10

TVICTORIN:

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --about this but for the same reason you just stated, I see our
publics access to their shoreline diminishing in front of my eyes on a monthly basis. And so
that's why I'm here today as a non-Member, that's why I kept all of this documentation. And,
and I don't believe that putting up a fence to keep vehicles off the beach is an appropriate way
to deal with the issue. If vehicles are on the beach then put, put boulders or block it on makai
side of the parking Don't block it on the mauka side . .(end of tape, start 2A at
10:07 a.m.). . .
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Well...
COIJNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I mean why do we, why do we destroy the rights of the man:
inhibit the abuse of the few?
TTOR1NT

J , and I won't get into this, and pardon me if I stop you at this
anted t- -

Co"]

what --

SO-

being
ou 1 flovk I mean there's a lc._
Ar , lo admit that it is unfortunate, maybe that's another issue.
,

some

,
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CO TCILMEMBER ANDERSON: But it's this body, this body who has the authority to protect
public beach access.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: That is correct, and then that's wh
ILME
CO-CriAIR V -vu.
the Chz

°ntend to do.

1ERSON: Than
without f- her, if
[mei,.
defer' Df this ma - pendi

Than
to rec

irther questions,
scussion.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, just quickly for a point of -CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes, go ahead.
CO CILMEMBER HO

--c

0: Yes.
CO-CHAIR 7 ,7-70

CO CILMEMBER HO .: 4,,N1A: For the record, Ms. Anderson is a -...on-Voting Member of the
and I state that for CI:: record because I want it clear any contest this under
Sunshine Law that Ms. Anderson has a right to be sitting in this Committee meeting, to
participate in discussion, although she's not a non, and she is a Non-Voting Member. But she
has every right to sit in this meeting this morning.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Oh and I, and I think there's no question about that ar -- Ne thank her for
being here. Like myself I attend many of the Planning Committee meetings, - Lm a Non-Voting
--- that are very
membc T '—'• - -1.-- cussion at timer --, tinic rreat-tp,
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CO-CHAIR VICTOR O: No objections. Thank you very much. I do appreciate it. Okay ThJ'
em
be
you, Ms. Horcajo. And why don't we call a quick recess because our next
cot
the
considered for Public Works and then we can make the change. The Chair
meeting at i.. Meeting stands in recess. . . (ga

RECESS:

:10 a.m.

RECONVENE: iu:23 a.m.
. (gavel) . . The committee on Public Work„
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO:
reconvene. We will be taking up item PWF-71 at this time. But before I take up thi
there--well, let me give the opening statement and then, and description of PWF-71, d then
we'll call for public testimony.
PWF-71 MAUI LAN! PROJECT DISTRICT IMPACT ON KAINANI STREET TRAFFIC
ROAD (C.C. No. 08-64)
O: The Committee is in receipt of County Communication No. 08-64, from
CO-CHAIR VICTO
Council Chair, relating to the residential issues and concerns regarding the Matti Lani Project
in receipt of
Kainani Street. The Committee j..
District, specifically traffic sitnatio:.
a bill
corresponcic:Ice dated June 30, 2C'f,;e, from Councilmember Victorino,
19.78.070,
drafted, bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECT
KAINANI
.3
•
CN
MAUI COUNTY CODE, TO PROHIBIT TRAFFIC INGRESS AND EGRF:
STREET TO AND FROM THE DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE MAUI LAI PROJECT
DISTRICT". The purpose of the draft bill w to prohibit traffic ingressegress on to
Kainan° from the development '' ° a the Maui iistrict
r
'T1-11U
corr
-

-

DT A

ers, genii
na
F-;
LS a remil
any,
I be allosN
three ...auk—,
- , Mike
any, anything else, if you need it. At tli time, we 1te just one tc
Munekiyo; and Mike is with Munekiyo & iraga, on behalf of HRT Ltd. Mich
'esotut

11.16.

111111t4i4,0, 6.111%.4

6,11M
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BEGLIV PUBLIC TESTIMGerZ
name is N
mittee
ffiben
I
I have distributed written testimony for your
F71
may, Mr. Chair, just take a couple minutes to highlight some of the key points from that
testimony. This is background. You may recall that HRT is the applicant for a Project District
Phase Ii approval for the Maui Lani shopping center project. And that Project District Phase II
application is now pending before the Maui Planning r-mmission. The Maui Plannint
Commission will take action on that Project District Phz application upon completion
of process, that's where ire
the.1:::-vironmental assessment process for that project. Sc
I think it's important to note that HRT tr 5.::,rstands and respects the concerns raised by
c.7 Sandhills as it relates to issues pertaining to Kain..111 Street. Over the past
several mcr.D1hs, the applicants' project team has looked at alternatives to minimize impacts to
residential area. And those alternatives have been presented to the residents of
Siiidi.
I think, at this point however, or actually back he the earlier part of this year, the
project team recognized that really additional measures nt ...ed: t be taken to really make sure
that e have a solution that will be mutually beneficial, both ti, the residents and as well as the
iroject.
-

,

-

a second access, or • access from Kaahum. u.
We did consider approaching DOT to
That is really the key point here, to be able to get an access point from Kaahumanu, an
eiTt y-:nly access point from Kaahumanu. And that will allow some flexibility in how it is at
c-, erall access plan for the project is developed. DOT, in responding to our proposal,
that they would like to see a comprehensive access plan. They would like to see
traffic studies, which accompany that comprehensive :Tess plan, which we have provided.
And if I may, just briefly, Mr. Chainnan, I'd like tc the Committee to Exhibit C, which is
-

-

;t

A

1",+

T1, ;

;e it

fh

rar-;rwie

i p

JULIA

yell
residents
Committe_ ..iem

that

e0111111U11.11

CO-C. IR VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Munekiyo. Questions for the testifier? Member
Pontanilla?
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CO CILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you for EsshibEt C. Quick question, in
regards to exiting from Kainani Street from this shopping area, it would be right turn only. T
;ht-of-wa I'm looking at this drawing and correct me if I
question that
° it-of-way
wrong. The people coming on to Kainani from the subdivision ill hay
going through the intersection?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That's correct, Council Member. And so if you see the arrows coming out at that
circle labeled No. 2, the Kainani Street ev;t, that would be a stop sign controlled exit. And
shopping center vehicles exiting would to Kainani Street traffic coming down.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Th. you, Chairman.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.
COLThaLMEM3ER HOKAMA: Mr. Chairman?
CO-ChAhh h 7T1'....-.T1INO: Yes. a

Chair Hok

HO
For Mr. Munekiyo please. But, Mr. Munekiyo, ych: al.so shared
CO ChM
hit A and B, so, just so we're clear this morning from your earlier co ----- ts you,
with
you only wish the Committee to view Exhibit C as the preferred option or alternative to traffic
routing?
A

A

TIKIYO: That's correct. The other exhibits, and I know you haven't had time
s
, ny are, a
:e back
d information to indicate 1h1
- s througl
)roces,5_
ng from ths sts's
s^tral :Ina

arr., ■ryin -

WY-4

lookin
CO-C

A

UNO: Go ahead.

(11,,11

"ew the
as
trict
th
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COL NCILMEMBER HO a MA: I would, I take note that by circle No. 2, Mr. Munekiyo, you have
have a ci
T go. 2. Okay. Right unde ainani
i Street in bold lettering and then 3
ainani, there is a existing
o... I an the "ani" portion, "a, n, i" the la hree lettei
-

-

-

MR. MUNEKIYO: Yes.
reed t(
—1 Is

COUNCILMEMBER - (AMA: And that b
provide sufficier vidth for this Exhibit
Committee?

uess, impacted
orrect understar

-- to
0: this

MR. MUNEKIYO: Actually the, that portion of Kainani, where the label "Kainani Street" is placed
would not be affected. The improvements would occur at the exit point where we would need
to create an additional pavement to allow traffic to merge into Kainani Street. So to answer
your question, Council Member, that portion would not affect any right-of-way taking from any
lots. However down towards the exit point itself we would need to do some improvements.
CO CILMEMBER HOr. A MA: Okay. So there is no impact on any existing lot outside of your
project area?
MUNEKIYO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. And I'm assuming that you, your project team has at least
notified those property owners that there's no intent to impact them in any way regarding their,
their lots?
MK.

MUNF"I'"): We ha - ' ipproached owners individually. We have attempted to meet with the
1:1,,-.
as a
—
y througl
+owners in Sandhillto tvi

•p• tho rsn p•-nt

that

i 11 F

A
W.A...., V • V,

`Vv., love 'VAN J.

this workable
woul_
L__ ___ our draft c
___ental asse
alternative, or the recommended alternative for the project. The dry
circulated to all the agencies including Fire and Police for review and c
that process we hope to get some feedback from those agencies.
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CO CILMEMBE. HO
A: Again, I understand you're going through Phase II Project District
approval, Mr. Munekiyo, on behalf of your client and the rest of the _ oject team. !
• at
this Committee's meeting this morning conducted by Mr. Victo
us, th
proposal. This may not happen at al iould things within the
chang
-

MF

NE

)eaking abou xhibit C as --

-

CüILMEMBER
MR. MUNEKIYO: --an alternative? That's, that's correct. But again just to
phasize
We think this is the
tried to explore as many differeri options that we think might
best and again we've actually prepared a traffic simulation
I think provides some
reviewed by DOT, and
technical support to the alternative. That traffic study is ncl :
that's all part of the p i.° _)cess that we need to go througi: ,
make sure that everybody's
technical review protocol
comfortable with the alternative. So there are, there is a fa.irtv
that we're going through right now and that's going to be, hopf::::::: f.eld some positive results.
,

.

--

-

-

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank
Munekiyo. Cha•, at the a.7:: .Ic.priate time I
would like to ask a ques Lici: 'JO ur PubE Works Director. Thanic. :rou.
-

.

CO-C

VICTOR 0: I will allow that right after one more question and that would be m3
cl. 'fication. As other, the other plans A and B have shown, we only had one, really one ingress
and one egress from off of Maui Lath Parkway. I notice now with three and four you have now
put one in the front end of Safeway, or the fro
-ice of Safeway, and then there's one
ingress/egres5. •
backend of Safeway. Am r - in that saying on this new proposal C
hat's p
lan?

h4

4r Chair

FORINO: Oka. ---. you. So that's, just for the Members understanding, that's
three and four that I'm referring to. That four was also included as an additional ingress/egress,
as far as oI taui Lani Parkway, yeah. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Munekiyo.
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CO CILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chair?
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: At this time, oh! You have another qt ion for Mr. Munekiyo?
COUNCILMEMBER PONT' ILLA: Mr. Munekiyo.
CC

—

.INO: 01<

Toahea

COUNCiLivtLivi6ER PONTANILLA: On Exhibit C, there ie , circle two. Just below that you have a
line that has two dashes and it continues on to Kaahumanu Avenue. Is that the State road rightof-way?
MR. M EKIYO: That's correct, Council Member. That is a State right-of-way.
CO CILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CO-C - IR VICTORINO: Any further questions? Okay. Thank you. Any further questions for
Mr. Munekiyo before I, I allow him to leave? Th. you, Mr. Munekiyo, for your attendance.
MR. M EKIYO: Thank you.
. . . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . .

CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: At this time, I would like upon our Public Works Director Mr. Arakawa to
give the overview from the Department of Public Works on this matter. Mr. Arakawa?
A TT

asse
environmental assessrr
ocess.
u
01111 tue ptoees
at the Department level we prefer tu ,arc a iou.t■ at the environm,i,
before w
the bill. , _
offer any comments on the circulation plan itself. But for the Cccil, as
nmissions for
know, it's a proposal on the Councils part and it should be circulated to t
their consideration as pat
heir deliberation. And depending on what the environmental
,
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assessment and the commissions deliberation come out with, they will out with their
recommendations to the Council.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Arakawa. Questions for Mr. Arakawa? Mr. Hokama?
you. I listened very intently to your comments, Director,
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I
and I appreciate your Department's perspective and position regarding the consideration of the
draft bill and resolution regarding the Maui Lani Project District. My question is, and I know
that Mr. Munekiyo was very clear in where we are in the Phase II process. And then eventually
should it be approved at that level there's a Phase III review and approval requirement. Have
you been able, and while you already mentioned about the assessment being prepared and, for
submittal for, for departmental review, have you been able to or your Personnel Division been
able to review the traffic studies by the project ten's primary consul . it regarding this area?
MR. A P AK AWA: As part of the original application submittal they did submit a traffic study, per se.
But you have not seen the one that currently is, as Mr. Munekiyo
COt N CILMEMBER HO K 1
has shared with us morning is with, currently with the Dep. ent of Transportation Highways,
Maui Division?
la

MR. A.R.•KAWN: They are in the process of :loiag an environmental assessment and my
lyzi7g the traffic impact id provide us with a new
...LrELe27.,..ta.7, ling is that they will be re,

,

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And the only reason I ask, ask this, Director, is so that I'm clear
ard.
'cause I would like it to help us come to some kind of decision to help everyone mow
this prior to
The Department, State Department. Highways, gets t
--*

can review that
„tterestes: party, whether it be an agency or an indi
And
document and provide comments during that 30-day comment period. And I'm assuming that
they will provide us the opportunity to give our comments during that, that public comment
period.
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CO CILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. You have, you know, since the project team was kind
enough 7 :ve us Exhibit C, I don't know if you've had the opportunity to see that also,
Mr. Dir
MR. A

A

WA: I've f

got a copy recently. Yes.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And I know the main concern of our existing residems of the
Sandhills area has been this Kainani issue and noise and some other factors that they've shared.
Regarding circles three and four, you know, and I don't know whether it's our full jurisdiction
on Maui Lani Parkway, Mr. Director, so again if we have no jurisdiction over this. although the
Legislator did pass a bill that granted us, because of the downhill bicycc. grant the
County some jurisdiction over State highways. And so, I hope Corporat. i.isel is
listening, `caJse we may Ted to have him to assist us. 7 at exercise c[r the
ways
County or lt irough the Counc•". do we really have rega:.r :firlq This since it appears State
1:rocess7mg and approval? You have 41:1,,ything
is, is being the primary agency reg ar.:Eng
you could share with us, Mr. Director, please?
.

,

-

-

MR.

A • A

ANA: I can mention that, that section of Maui Lani Parkway that you're referring to is the
sec:..;31: ;, between Kaah=anu Avenue and Mahalani Street is still under private ownership. It's
not ci:==‘;dlicated to the Cou:nty.
-

Okay. So the spacing betwe51 three and four ingress/egress
CO CILMEMBER HO
components we, we have not much to, to say regarding those distances and whether it, we fill
it's an appropriate option to assist in traffic flow than impede traffic flow?
A

—

AKAWA: No

A

:ually as

-

ie

the Project Dis ° - - oval we would have
-

-

°

L

CO-C

Department
VICTORINO: Thank you. my other, any further questions for
questions for Corporation Counsel? We have Corporation Counsel here if you ha
specific questions regarding what has been discussed today. Yes, Mr. Hokama?
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CO Cl -MEMBER Hi3: A A : I'd be interested to hear Cur oc:s'::C7. Counsel !his morning on my
earic. subject thar
discuss2d with Die7,-.,.tor Araka: a rcaiiiLig ith tnis new legislation
that was approved by the Legislature, al -:-..-xome a
:.::te. What authority
if any do we get to exercise over the State
ay that is
le?
-

,

-

CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Before you start, I am remiss and I apologize for not introducing
Corporate [sic] Counsel David Galazin who is present. And I do apologiz tlazin, for
not introducing you. But if you'd go -head please.
MR. GALAZIN: Thank you, Committee Chair Victorino. And in answer to your question, Chair
Hok.ima, to the best of my knowledge, and I'm trying to pull it up right now, but the bill to
which you're 7.Tring gives the County some j.uxisdiction in order to condu:'.
without questionng any of the jurisdictional alrtholity, especially ir., terms of ows.lershi o. P.,nd it
was really geared towards some cf these old go venunent roads
is a
long-standing issue within the Cour.V. But it pennits the County to g.c arb.cacl and conduct
maintenance, one of the other big things that it also did is permit the Police Department to
enforce the traffic laws on these roads as well. So in terms of how it's different, I'd say the
biggest thng is enforcing the traffic cc& which is a big change, and mai.:7,,tenar P‘ well. But
normally, as I said, this was really geared more towards these old goverrtment r•acj 3 u,f7 ere the
State was really unwilling to step in .111d the County was
to stc, 2 in as
nobody waixt,!fZ to ',: Jave ownership 1 puted to them by doing so.
-

-

-

,

-

-

-

-

-

So in your response, so that the Corr 7', -2e's clear this morning,
CO L CILMEMB3R HO
Corporation Counsel. Regarding this
with this project, the County basically through
advice and comments in the process we don't have any other jurisdictional authority over this
area?
--

MP

CI A T A7[

i-terr 4.

-

es+

gentle]
_

vIA

CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. The Chair would ente . n a motion for the adoption of the
proposed resolution and the filing of this communication.
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Point C f clarification, please?
CO-CHAIR VIJ j

Go ahead.

-companying
CO NCILMEMBER HOKAMA: You just wish to forward the resolution or,
bill for an ordinance proposals, Mr. Chairman? You want the bill for an ordinance and the reso
or just the resolution, Chai[inan?
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: The, Mr. Jensen, would you like to make that clarification on that?
MR. JENSEN: Yes, Mr. Chair. As you'll note, the draft bill is attached to the existing proposed
resolution as an exhibit.
CO-CHA:a ' .±:CTORINO: So to answer your question, both.
,

Mr. CT7,&. I'm hapcy move, make the motion

CO CILMEMBER
on your behalf.

VICTOR 0: Do we have a second?
COUNC:LMEMBER PONTA N ILLA: Second.
CO-CHAIR VICTO

0: Okay, th. you. I open the floor up to discussion.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. Once we pass this ordinance, then the
responsibility of Kainani Road becomes our responsibility? This is for Corporation Counsel.
CO-(

ICTOP

M.

legislate.
CO CILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay. Fine. Thank you.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Further questions or discussion? Seeing none, I will call for the question.
All those in favor, say "aye".
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CO CIL MEW TR , 70ICED AYE.
-

CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: All those opposed?
VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Hokama and Pontanilla; and
Co-Chair Victorino.
NOES:
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Mateo and Co-Chair Medeiros.

A'ITION
AC71 )N:
- --

r-9

)OPTION OF
C'JM:111U '1Cp.TION.
•

-

CO-CHAIR VICTO ' 0: Let the record show, the vote was three "ayes" and no "nays". Thank you,
final item
Gen'E nen. . . (end of tape, start 2B at 10:53 a.m.). . . and moving or
--

COP' PERTAINING TO
PWF-83 AMENDING CHAPTER 18.04, MAUI COUN
SUBDIVISION GENERAL PROVISIONS (C.C. No. 155)

ie 1
uui LU LUC C01111111LIGG mat. 11 etaz 1c‘
VV1311C3
proposcJ is aware of the interest in this matter.
testimony on PWF-83. And we do have one, oh, exci, _ _
signed, signed in to give public testimony on PWF-83.
testifying on his behalf as an individual. Mr. S ?

-

33
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time, I would like to take public
Here it is. One person who
Hugh Starr, and Hugh Starr is
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BEGIN PUBLIC TESITZ.L CtArY
-

MR. STARR: Thank you, Chairman Victorino and Members of the Committe submitted written
testimony, and I'll just read it if you don't mind
,

CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Go ahead.
MR. ST. • : Here we go again Just last December the Co cil voted to delete the three-lot
provision from our subdivision code. This three-lot provision has been, since it had been
sensibly written into :-: rery first codes to provide Maui's families a one-time deferral, not a
waiver, not an exemp .::.n, a deferral of costly subdivision requirements. And this deferral was
granted only upon agreeing in a binding and recorded docume: : . ID participate in future
improvements. This three-lot provision had created a common sense distinction between
small-family subdividers on f e. one hand and professional land developers on
-

- -

,

Prior to the Ccuncils elimination of this three-let 737vision last Decem.17.)e-T„ tHe Subdivision
Engineering Standards Committee reviewed and commented that, "This proposed 4iniendment
may present an additional hardship to small-family subdivisons and make housing less
affordable." Yes, it has indeed done precisely that.
At your Committee's final reading of faat three-lot bill last Decerdeer L remember well that
Councilmembers Mateo, Pontanilla., ane_ Victorino understood insti7otv/ ti hardship this
proposal would impose. And they were the ones who asked imporAri: co ,7ccf, questions.
Now please permit me to be blunt. The Administration's responses to your honest questions
were unfortunately, at best, abbrevi.' ' 7-truths. And now the three-jot provision is
basically gone. When our County sta7. :77 - threshold of what's likely to be 7 serious, long
provide relief
reasonable toes!
?
'
econotiHn
-

-

-

-

frvr

;w
I
proposals !JCL
landowners, a1
we again. Thank you.

L.

VV11

ars,
ordabl
ry ou.

1

ip availab

And so, here
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CO-C.

Questions from 'Llang on, Hugh! (NOTE: Mr Star
IR VICTOFCP- 0: Thank. you., I Ar.
qufstions for Mr. &. F? First from the Voting Members, an.y
is returning to
recognize Ms. Anderson as being a Non-Voting Memt:r
questions? And
questions, Ms. Anderson?
attendance. Do you

' A

,

7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: No, I don't.
CO-CHAIR VICTO " 0: No. Thank you, Mr. S
Th.: you.

MR. ST

CO-CHAIR VICTO'H 0: Oh, hang on! Hang on!
CO CILMEMBER HO MA: I have one question.
CO-CHAIR VICT,Ca'.7CO: Go ahead, Mr. Hokama.
CO CILMEMB ECKAMA: Th. you. M. Star, good to see you again.
MR. STARR: Thank you, Council Member.
And I appreciate your very straight-forward, carkl comments
CCI.11 C 1,MEMBER HO
you've been
regarding the issue before us this morning. And, and again I appreca':t :
I do take note that
Uouoiuntry for long time, long t' e. Your f. ily has been there a long
shared that the deferral was not a waiver of any improvements down the road, that when
'as ready that the, the lots that are created from the old family subdivision ability
the Col
-four
- Dt provision that th would participate in the road improvements. So
of tl
pers
A

-

1

-

.

tn

thc
ement 10 participate iii toad imptovcniciit,
van empnasis, in me ruture mat we re a 1would be an obligation on the part of th03,, who had entered into that agreement previousl
participate on a pro rata basis. And there would be a larger burden financially at this time g
a burden that t
inflation and the increase in cost and everything
would have to bear and that's a choice I think that any landowner signi.:g
agreement that the County provided would understand clearly. And if in fa_ It does cost more
-

-
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five, ten, 30 years down the road, so be it 7.177.a : is a consequence
option.
.

opted for that

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. St. I appreciate the comment. Thank you so
much.
MR. STARR: Thanks for the question.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Any other quesirms? Mr. Pon . 'La followed by Ms. Anderson.
you, Chaiiman Th. you, Mr. Starr, for being here.
CO CILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
Thank you for your testi=iy. You !cind of refresh my memory. Yeah, you know as a Council
person I, I do appreciate the ,. -nerton about affordable housing and when I look at Upcountry,
you know, there's a lot of kamaaina families that do cwn property that want to subdivide. And
when the deferral ordinance came about was jusl. t3 h.::tip those f. lilies And I still believe that.
One of the things that we always discuss is abcu.t. road improvements and because of the
deferral, you know, looking at it, whenever the County do road improvements then, you know,
we'll call up those deferrals. But we've had a lot of disagreements because of, you know,
people don't owning up, owning up on the deferral agreement. So again, you know, my, my
whole comments to you is that I still believe in, you know, trying to reduce costs for affordable
housing. Th you. Th. you, Chairman.

MR. STAR: Th. you.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Th. you. Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER AlsTDERSON: Yeah. I wanted to follow up on Chai lokama's question,
1
fl T.. 1
r that
f'sf
+1'°"
1---ause I me'"- Tyo-^",d a"
t

cn I'm

I-n

1V11

ink the

:-. these aeterrai agreements witnout h;:.
proj
y ao tnai
improverrieui iii , ,Ntiicti is good because then the grandparents and the parents uou na - i/e
pay for that. And the idea being that when one of the children want to go ahead and build then
they will incur the expense of putting in the improvements. But could it also be that say one of
those threc ".',ec.:31.e or maybe two of them already live on the mainland, have no intention of
but that is their inheritance. And so they want that lot subdivided so that
fneving
inheritance now and that then they can sell that once it's subdivided to
they have
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somebody els::: w7. -Lo car.. -:f_e=i7. incur Clic expense of putting in the improvements. Does thEri.
happen often?
MR. STARR: I think it does. I just want to make one clarification.
COUNCILIN , IMBER ANDERSON: And so does that...
MR. STA7R: With the three-lot-or-less agreement it is an agreement between the party and the
Department of Public, or the County of Maui, Public Works.
COUNCILME, ,,, :13Ea ANDERSON: Right.
if when
you do a three
MR. STARR: It doesn't involve the Dep. ent of Water Supply. So
you used to do a three-lot-or-less subdivision your requirements from the Departmer.:,`, c Water
Supply wer-:ir:.:,-..ependent of t:-..at three-lot-or-less agreement.
CO CILMEMBER ANDERSON: No. No. No. I understand that. I'm just say that there's also the
waiver, there's also an ability to waiver those improvements, not within this three-lot deferral
agreement that we're talking about. But the Water Department also has a similar -MR. STARR: Okay.
CO CILMEMBER ANDERSON: --waiver. So that would be tine aclvaotage than of de e g the
buys the property from a f. ily owner it would be
improvements until :Fie: so that ft 1 yo put in the improvements?
their responsibility and
MR. STARR: That':
— assigns a

'teirs and assigns of th , whoever signs the agreement, their heirs
Yc.
-- lot-or-less agree---+ A
anderstand it, by that
-s-tri

ia

clti-Nepniipnt

eone nac
greement
actual!:
say mat it nasn't happencu,
forwara ana pay weir pro ram share. That is
mostly Upcountry and in rural areas where thc3c yaws really helps people, becaus,
know, the Corp. Counsel just mentioned, old roads and trails, these things are very comple
old rural areas. And that three-lot-or-less deferral was an extremely helpful way for lc .7,7
people to subdivide their lands. And what they did with their lands once they subdivided f - is, is, you know, like everything else you, you, you know, you can't control that.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So then the problem I guess is that these deferred improvements
never ;et done.
MR. STARR: Well my experience is as I say, I personally don't know of a single instance where a
property that had signed a three-lot-or-less agreement actually had to participate in a road
improvement Upcountry. I just don't know of one.
CO CILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you.

you, Mr. Starr.

CO C l A IR VICTORINO: Thank you.
-

MR. STARR: Thark you.
CO-CHAIR VICTO ' 0: Thank you, Mr. Starr.
MR. STARR: I appreciate your questions.
CO-CI-LUR VICTOR:NO: Any other questions? Seeing none, th4Ink you, Hugh, for being here and
sharing your manao with us.
STARR: Thank you, Chair.
CO NCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman, I got one fast question.
CO-CHAIF

—

770RINO: For, Mr. Starr?

COU

T'AlATTT I A.

..on
. .

ui a l.:011U01111111U111 VC1JUS
unnu inc sayitig, wait ICSpClAS LU tile UG1111111011 ui
and the consolidation re-subdivision, both of those are very important issues, —d actually

should be separated: These aren't simple housekeeping matters. So I did check with
if these, this proposed ordinance had been discussed or had been
Committee Staff tc
the Subdivision Engineering Standards Committee. And
subnc•.. 21 to the, th;
to my um.:lerstanding it Has
-
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTA. ILLA:

, you. Th, you, Chairman.

CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: And what we'll do is, Mr. Starr, when we ask the Public Works Director
we will specifically ask that question. So thank you very much.
MR. STARR: Thank you. Thank you again.
CO-C A IR VICTORINO: Appreciate it, Mr. Starr.
. END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY .

CO-CHAIR VI:CTOTQINO: At this time if, if I may I would like to ask anyone else who would like to
give public testimony on PVAIF-83 to come forward. Seeing no rush to the podium I will ask if
we, with no objections ciose public testimony on PWF-83.
CO CIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
CO-C: R VICTOr 0: Thank you, gentlemen. Okay. Moving on. At this time, I'd like to call
upon the U .n:..,ctor of Pul:qc Works to provide an overview on this matter. Mr. Arakawa?
MR. A

WA: Th. you, Mr. Chair. The item you have before you pertains to a proposed bill
entitled "A BILL FOR A ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 18.04, A UI CO TY
CODE, PERTAINING TO SUBDIVISION GENERAL PROVISIONS". There are several
purposes to the proposed bill, first the proposed bill would limit lot line adjustments to two lots.
This woul -1 allow for mino - EA line adjustments between two abutting lots without being
subject tr, mal subdivis;- - quiren—tvTh rr11 ri ç intended

.

,

minor 1

arlinctmem,

hirh a

reouireci

me coae wouta allow a rearawing or me lot tines witnout inc necessary improvements.
basically we are proposing that only two abutting lots are allowed to do these types of lot Lill,
adjustments. And I would emphasize we're not saying that we want to prohibit these redrawing
of the lot lines for greater than two lots, it's lust that for those types of situations we're saying,
we're proposing that the improvements need Ii. be done.
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The second purpose of the proposed bill is to clarify differences between a condominium lot
and a subdivision lot. While there may be lots created by a horizontal property regime
regulated by the State of Hawaii, the proposed amendment "s intended to clarify that these lots
do not supersede the requirements of the subdivision code or the zoning. Again, let me, let me
just give you a for instance, let's say you have a two - lot in the County Agricultural
District, in the County Ag District you're allowed two farr _ llings per lot of which one shall
not exceed 1,000 square feet in developable area. The bin would clarify that while two oneacre lots could perhaps be created by horizontal property regime, the owners would not be
allowed to build any additional dwellings that are not allowed by the zoning. And that's all this
is, is basically to clarify the differences between a condominium lot . d a subdivision lot.
The third purpose of the bill srpTy ... -odaIes the code with the correct name of the department.
The bill you have before you aga'n is, entitled "A BILL FOR A 0" 'NANCE A ENDING
CHAPTER 18.04, MAUI CO TY CODE, PERTAINING TO SUBDIVISION GENE' L
PROVISE3NS", and the Committee's review . d consideration of the proposed bill is
respectfully requested.
CO-C IR VICTa! 0: Th. you, Mr. Arakawa. At this time, I'll open the floor for questions
from the Voting Members, first. Mr. ilokama or Mr. Pontanilla, any questions for
Mr. Arakawa? None at this time?
COUNCILMEMBER HO

One, one, I have one. You know, I'm trying to...

CO-CHAIR VICTOR 0: Okay, Mr. Hok
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity. I'm trying to think
what this proposal may, may impact us on Lanai. And I talk about the current school property
on I that is under State DOE again goes back *,, 1 °38 I think when we established that
Qr'hr

the

olirrpnt cite

1:111t

Iimtv

hag three

nt narrelc on existino school site

YrO t

M. AK

Let me call our staff down and they can probably answ
Jeta,... This is Lesli Otani from our Development Services Administration.

COUNCILMEMBER HO

Th. you.
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CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: TI, E1.7 1,- you, Iy:s. 0 i, forjoining us.
:

MS. OTANI: If the land being subdivided is governmental land, so County, State, things of that nature
and the purpose is a public purpose for the benefit of the public. Typically we process those
subdivisions under the limited subdivision review. And that is still the same, that doesn't
change with this proposal.
CO CILMEMBER HOi(AMA: Okay. But if it was under private ownership and they were willing
to do this in order to confer or transfer to a public entity, they would still need to go through a
multiple step if this pro2osal was enacted. Ms. Otani?
MS. OTA I: If it's for the public purpose to : .iedicate land to the CourIrly
processed u.7.,:ksr limited review.
--

COUNCILMETV SEP, HO

A

State it also may be

A: Okay.

MS. OTANI: So, but this...
COUNCILMEMBER HO

A

But by private owner and private entity?

County acquires.
MS. OTANI: Yes. Oh, most often we process hose for roac:-widening lots that
So it's from a private landowner benefiting the County or a water tank ste, those types of
things.
y311. My, my next question is for Mr. Galazin fi
CO CILMEMBER HO A A: Okay.
.::;stimony brought up a good point and it's not clear
Corp. Counsel. You know, Mr. Starr in
to me in the code, but I thought he made a v j good point about the Subdivision Engineering
--view and provide comm--* +^
Standards i'mmittee having -41
pithp
ren
Your"i ng
-

-

;

011::

4

Nrnii CPC,
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MR. GALAZIN: Yeah. Chair Hokama, if you look at 18.40 that chapter deals with Admirjstr.:_tion
generally and sets out the, the Subdivision Engineering Standards Committee as well as
2e. ,ers and duties. And it seems to really be geared towards the engineering
delineating
when talking about the subdivision requirements. And after
standards and
discussing with ±_e Director, you know, these are more administrative changes that are taking
place. The definition of lot is really more of a clarification, it doesn't really alter any of the, the
standards under the existing subdivision standards when it relates to engineering. So it would
be my opinion that, that the review before the Subdivision Engineering Standards Committee,
the fact that it hasn't not gone before that would not pre0.71.4.7, 'ou as a body from acting upon
that. But of course if, you know, if you detelinine as a iwwly that you feel that these are
engineering s:411idards then that would, that's really kind of t:i; to you also to kind of weigh in
on.
,

-

,

Arid I, and I th. you for that. Yo l_: knew, for me, Mr. Chairman,
CO C L MBER HO
this standards will impact subdivisions. And while maybe the corn mitt ;:c is geared for 17,01:\?, for
an engineering point and that's why it's called Subdivision Erzineef rig Con. ittee, I would
like, I would like this Committee to have at least the consideration that we may wish to utilize
this panel of, because by Code it's specific on type of membership and qualifications to sit on
this committee. And it may be prudent on our part to ask for this professional comment, they
may say it doesn't matter as far as we're concerned, or they may say we would hope you woiLld
take these points into consideration prior to yo ,Lr final decision. So I, I th
Mr. Chairman, for my questions.
,

..

CO-CHAIR VICTOR NO: Thank you, Chair '''"e:7(.a7 : a. Mr. Pon . a?
,-,

-

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILL:_:
regards to, you I - a review -f landowners
going to ir
;C

fie. c-a•

,'ou. And, and I'm glad Mr. Starr had mentioned in
I think Mr. Hokama explained it well that it's
like
bat is being presented. And T
--

"'"'"

1;,;cirvra QtarIrlarric PrArnmitti

SI 1,21

T

rty re{
tomini
the - ticatio
;xplanatio
lige Mal
in the subdivision ordinance. it appears to me that rearQ le only
to the definition of what a lot i3 id, in refer .e to that.
proposing, Director Araka
correct?
-

----

(NOTE: Mr. Arat a nodded.)
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CO-CHAIR VICTO " 0: Director Arakawa?
CO CILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah. He nodded.
MR. A

WA: Yes. That's correct.

CO-C' R VICTORINO: Just for the record please.
CO CILME1P'.,ER ANDERSON: Yes. Thank you. Okay. For the record. Tc nodded. And so
basically what that does, then are you telling us that people now in th,z, ctlample you gave us,
say they're on a two-acre Ag lot which is the minimum size in the County of Maui for Ag
zoned land. Under the zoning law they're permitted two dwelling units and then some farm
dwelling units if they're specific for farm labor and that has to be approved. But basically you
get two dwellings. And so are you telling me that people then take that two acre and do a
condominium property regime which basically takes the parcel and divides it into two one-acre
lots and then each owner of those one-acre lots they then put up two dwell=7-Ys 2 And t:--,,at's
what we're tying to 1•Trovent here?
CO-C 41,IR VICTCRINO: Mr. Arakawa?
MR. ARA .4,WA: You're correct in that assumption. We are basically saying that we want
clarification between what the subdivision lot is and a condomin:um lot is. And regardless of
the zor-7ng regulations would still
what happens on the condominium side, the subdivision
be enforced. So if, say for ins,,,mce, two one-acre condo nium lots are, are effectuated and a
proposal comes in to provide a third ho:.v.se for instance en one of the lots. We would not
that. Because, because the condotr' ,-. '.77- 'r'.t would not be recognized under our def17. -.11ion of
COLT

you"—,

"if we

t his"?
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MR. A

WA: No. This has always 7::.ee7L our sce, hit the lant ge that's currently the code
maybe is not as clear as it should be. And so that's why we are requesting this cia.zilication to
make it ear to everyone that we want to make it separE ',.:7.. ',lake the condomini _
from a st1. 3division lot.

.

.

,

-

COUNCILME_ _3ER ANDERSON: Okay. So then . . (end of tape, start 3A at 11:23 a.m.). . . So then
are you g me, Mr. Arakawa, that there are instances right now where people are building
that third house on the second one-acre lot?
KAWA: There
the works. There's ---that's why the pde s beiTg

s that have been raised about it but we don't have anything in
vorks right now. But we have been questioned about it. So
iosed for amendment to make, make it clear to everyone --

CO CILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay.
A: --what thc, ; .z :tent. is.

MR.

-

CO C
CO-C

..

,

BER ANDERSON: Thank yc I ar.:reciate that. Th.ffik you, Chair.

0: Th. you, Ms. Andersen. Any other questions for the
IR VICTO
Corporation Counsel?

COLTNCILMEMBE:7,. HOKA

A

CT:77 7 27),
,

,

Deparz1.7_::::: or

for

I have one question --

CO-Cl AIR VICTORINO: Yes?
COUNCILMEMP

OKAMA: --pleasc.

..1 -1 A IL
CO`1
-

stablis
unairman. /via so
wr
at part i ii
he State Administrative rroceoures AI
i'm being upfront, I think the people heed to know mat.uu Lype UI legislation should be
conducted within the ordinance and it needs to be done by the Legislative Branch, not through
an Administrative Rule, Mr. Chairman. And people need to be able to refer to their laws, not
the administrative departmental rule and I have issue with that type of processing of
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view it differently and of course, you know, if we go to court we may more tl -lan likely prevail.
But I think the Council provides very open transparent process, exactly what we're doing today
regarding adjustments to a County law through an ordinance process. And so I just state that as
an issue of concern for me, Mr. Chairman. And I, I just am very happy to share my concern
with the Director and ask him why he's asking us to allow him to make that definition or
adjusdnent by a rule.
CO-CHAIR VICTO 0:
MR.

Arakawa, would you have a response for that?

WA: Str..- :;. CJ.ncilmember Hoke a, basically as you know this is part cf
subdivision code. IThf.e, he act of subdivision involves creation of lots which is being done
administratively by the Department now. As far as trying to have a separate lot procedure
adopted by the, by rule, this is primarily for lots or parcels that may be, may have been created
before the subdivision ordinance was in existence but where properties have perhaps changed
hands, have been conveyed but not properly subdivided. So in those ss of si .tions we're
saying we should have rules to try to determine whether or not we would recognize those as
legitimate lots. So that's, that's the kind of situation. It's kind of a, more of a limited type of a
determination that we're, we're talking about.

at is the Depaitmet's resistance to bringing a proposal to
A:
COUNCILMEMBER HO
Council for Council to make that final :egislative determination?
CO-CHAIR VICTO ' 0: Mr. Galazin, if you would like to respond to that.
Hokama, if I could respond kind of
MR. GALAZIT-l: Yes, COi Mee Chair 1.7ic -:;:orinc. And,
1., as the legislative body, sort of set forth
briefly. '.What :73 envisioned by this is really having
the broad 17.7.a71,-:ate. And then just in termE :if generai E ±,-.7-i.;:nistrative law, having the department
02,7. flexibility
?rff, you know,
then implealeat: that mandate. And reall:
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have tnis iot, its oeen conveyeu, you Know, a few times, it may nu i nave goue 1:iirough
regular subdivision process 50, 60 years ago. But you have three, four purchasers for, for value
who have relied upon the representation that it is a separate lot; and really it's, it's in our
interest to, to view it as that. And so these Administrative Rules would allow the Dire or
z criteria
have the discretion to make those determinations as well as codifyb
the
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do
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having
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process isn't, isn't allowing him to usurp any authority that Council has. It's really to further
define and c14;lfy the authority that's given to him.
So what you're telling me, instead of making the Code
COUNCILMEMBER
cumbersome, you'd rather have departmental rules be cumbersome. The difference though,
gentlemen, is that the Council is held accountathi- by the electorate, not the departments, the
Co cil; and that is the branch that the people have chosen to do the enactment of laws. Th
you, Chairman.
CO-C AIR VICTORINO: YA-.Erik you, Mr. Hokama. Any other discussion? Ms. Anderson?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Th. you, Mr. Chaiiinan I feel the san:le way as Chair Hokama
does about this, because if you look at Title 18, it is so specific as to read like Ad7nHstrative
Rules. And so there was a purpose in developing Title 18, excuse me, yeah, Title 1E. It deals
with all of our subdivision requirements -CO-CHAIR VICTO 0: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --that are so specific that I don't know how you could have
Administrative Rules that would be any more specific. So, you know, in, in regards to the
definition of lot and, and I can see Director Arakawa's point. But if it is a particular instance
where they're having, can make a determination of the intent or to interpret the definition in
order to come up with a fair decision on I guess these unusual instances that may come up with
old lots or what 7:ot. Then
couldn't we just have another section vvntten within the
ordinance to 2S±3170/ for that? So
it's c:ear. BecaJse the thing, the tF -ng I don't like about
the way it reads right now is that a lct
.7.ti a panel of land, and this is how they Nv, ,1 it to
change
as a separate lot by the Director
ated riluant to this title, or
- he rule 771:7 7 4 by the
that's like saying eitI7 ,7fr
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So if there is a problem it can be brought to light. Then the other
thing I'm thi g of is that on Page 3 where it says this, this bill for an ordinance references
Section 1, Section 18.040.020 and then gives us existing legislative language. And then we get
down to 030 and at the bottom of 030 there's a new section saying, adding a "C" that says the
Director may adopt rules to implement this eh:. -;r. Now, does that mean Chapter 18.04? Does
that mean, which, I'm assuming that's what means because it's a proposed bill amending
Chapter 18.04. And 18.04 is general provisions of the subdivision ordinance. And so that
would then give the Director the opportunity to adopt any kind of Administrative Rules for
Chapter 18.04 which is general provisions which encompasses preliminary plat, final plat,
design s. dards, improvements, fees, building permits. Oh, I'm sorry! General provisions.
. . (chuckled) . .. Well, I'm not gonna read it 'cause there's even more.
CO-CHAIR VICTO 0: Yeah.
CO CILIVIEMBER. ANDERSON: I me general provisions is, is like I said, this whole Chapter 18
or Title 18 is very, very detailed. And Chapter 18.04 has provisions that include authority in
scope, administration. But all of your definitions that are used through out the whole title.
CO-C R VICTOr
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So, you know, some g that is established by the Legisive
Branch and all these definitions were. I think if there's any changes done to them they need to
be done through this body and not through Administrative Ruics,
0: Thank you, Ms. Anderson. I concur with that, but just to give the
CO-C i IR VICTO
Department an opportunity to respond to that question, Mr. Arakawa, do you have a response to
Ms. Anderson's question?
MD

■■■

MR.

vvouta. d ust a couple points or ciari ca

CO-C_.;;;; VICTO

uci

0: Yes.

CALAZIN: First of all, yes, the implementing of the chapter, because it's in Chapter 18.04 really
is limited to Chapter 18.04. The second point is that any of the rules flow from the authority
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that's established and the guidelines that are established by a legislative act. It's not as though
the Director could the Direct r could, wit': his rule m. g power circumvent or contravene
anything laid down by a lei: ' ict it v really be to act within those bounds and
clarify. It would not allow ge it. But again that's, it's, you know, the pleasure of the
Council whether or not they would wish to grant that authority. But it would not permit, like I
said an abuse of, or a contravention of any of the provisions within the code itself
CO-C A IR VICTO 0: Thank you.
CO CILMEMBER ANDERSON: Chair?
CO-CHAIR VICTO 0: Yes, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: You know, I wasn't, I hope I didn't sound like that. I wasn't
suggesting an abuse or contradict, contravention, but a change, like adding new definitions. I
mean why would you allow him to adopt rules unless there was something, unless there would
be an occasion for • to add some clarifying language? Or I mean he's going to have to do
something different other than what's already in the ordinance if he's going to adopt rules to
implement the chapter. So I mean, if, if you want to go ahead with this and, and you have a
specific reason, I mean maybe there's, there's language in Chapter 18.04 that is vague and that
there needs to be something in writing that is clear in how, in how the section of that ordinance
is implemented. And if that's the case, then . . . (cleared throat) . . . excuse me, then :maybe
because, you know, AArair.st•at 7_ ,,Te Rules, that's really their purpose is to irrip•erment an
ordinance, a statute, something that is more broad. But again, Chapter 18 is not broad; it's very
definitive, very detailed. Then, that's fine. But let's say that the Administrative Rules must be
approved by the Co cif so that at I :a:A there's oversight, so that the body, the legislative body
who adopted Chapter 18 has some oversight in how it's implemented. So that the intent is jt
Char 7 7 , because that can happen very easily and not necessarily by intention. But over
ns th ey rnav 1 taczp•
ri ; frp.re.nt
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that the Administrative Rules, after they go through the Administi ye procedures process, go
public hearing. I don't
out to public hearing, I mean an Administrative Rule needs to g
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CO-CHAIR VICTOI!! 0: Okay. Ms. Anderson , th. you very much. And I think I've heard pretty
much enough from everybody and the Voting Members, the different concerns. So if there are
no specific questions, :.yhat the Chair would tc ask 1 any Member has anything specific to,
you know, forward a I tter to the Chair (or the Co-Ch - ․) so that we can follow up with the
Department. I'd ask first and foremost. And secon..3,:y, I'd like to make a recommendation,
if I may, if there's no other further questions; and my recommendation, gentlemen, is basically
this. I would like to defer this matter for further discussion.
-

-

,

COUNCILM.P"BPY. PONTANILLA: So moved.
CO-CT AIR VICTORINO: Yes, Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMIV.BER HO *, MA: I am happy to support your recommendation, Chairman. I would
ask that you refer it to the Subdivision Engineering Standards Committee, the draft ordinance
proposal; and allow them, should they choose, to provide comments back to this Committee
prior to the next scheduled meeting of this agenda item. 'Dark yea.
CO-C IR VICTORINO: So noted, and I will make that reference; and th. you, Mr. Hokama, for
reminding me of that. So we'll make a note of that and make sure that gets sent on, Mr. Jensen,
please. Thank you. So if that's okay, I will defer this matter.

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO Chi ;,1 CT. )NS. (PRESENT: RT, .r,
ACTION: DEFER.
CO-CHAIR
--

Thank you. And on
0: No object:
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COUNCILMEMBER PONT. LLA: Just one quick-CO-CHAIR VICTOR0: Go ahead.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONT LLA: --one.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes, Mr. Pontanilla?
CO CILMEMBER PONTANILLA: ',71-lien we do the site inspection, we're gonna be ha --/,g
Department of Highways [sic], tie State people also included in the site inspectic: -.. for
BF-15 [sic]?

co-ciA.a vicTei

0: I will request their presence, yes.

COUNCILMEMBER PONT ILLA: Thank you.
A

CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. The good news is pretty much the area is completed for the
improvements on the highway. So but yeah, I will request them to be apart of the site
inspection. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Chair?
A
VICTO • 0: Yes, Ms Anderson?
CO-C SIR

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Th. you for the site inspection. Actually, the area that is in
question isn't really affected one way or another by the changes from the highway. It's still the
same, configured, and looks the same exactly as it did before. But I would request that maybe
the managers of the condominiums fronting these parking areas of the site

inspect
U1-.
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CO-CHAIR VICTO!!: 0: --and then we can discuss this at a later date. Th. you very much. In
closing, I'd like to thank all the Staff members; and the various Departments; and Corp.
Counsel for being in attendance. Th., id.:„ you for your help on the matters today. Also, I'd like
to wish a speedy recovery 1 two Members, whc, are unable to attend: Vice-Chair Mateo
End Co-Chair Medeiros. Hopefey, they'll be u.7.. ET.•:1 running very soon and back with us in
this Chamber. If there is no a::-Incancements, like to adjourn this meeting of the Public
WoFics and Facilities Committee. .. . (gavel) . .
_i•OURN: 11:45 a.1
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